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God, to know my language, to have them come... 

The Land My imagination makes with wings, with an eye, into a distance. 

Head to with just your hands... 

 

The wave broke (Suruga satta Kaijo) to our necks. 

The ranks close (日本語: 歌川広重) and the army moved in the country. 

 

I ride on my back as my army brings 

more of a fortune of gold, a fortune as pirates might. 

 

God, to know my language, to have them come, 

to be a native speaker, to have what I say home.  
there is no wood 
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End was approaching 
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God...a sermon 
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To meet, shame, disappointment 
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Ignorance to unite with modesty 
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To rage 
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To still warmer climate  
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To reflect object in just proportion 
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Are happy to see a trace wisdom of the Creator 
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Drawn bow (innocence to smile like a rose) 

 
A fall, savages, iron 
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Great crime Socrates 
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Step beyond the threshold 
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Many young people to press 
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Island 
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Adversity, a refuge, a planet to revolve 

 

Iron, learning, to serve 
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The gardener made a hive 

 

A flower yesterday, all was dead today 
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In a child's body 
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In a thousand beautiful colours 
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To go heaven after the rain 

 

MORE TO THE POINT...FRAUDS 

more to the point. more to the pint. more to the point. more to the point.mine 
to the pint. mine top the point. mine to the point. mine to the point. more to 
the point. miner to the pointer. mine to the point. mine to the pont. mon to 
the pont. mon to the pont. man to the pant. man to the pit. man to the pit. 
many to the pit. minds to he pides. mines to the pides. mans to the pids. mids 
to the pids. mids to the pidys. midys to the pidys. moreds to the pords. fords to 
the pords. frauds.  
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To serve as it's a crown, a grove 
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Autumn in a few days to pass 

 

Simply as a fronter 

Simply to be as a fronter, makeman of fronts, frontier church. Fronter Church, 
come now, whole to, through the Russian. Make the Russian now, make now 
how Dos can make. Quail party, where I would, if I would near a bear hole, 
climb the tree, make the branch and have the branch home to me.   Simple act 
to simply to, as a forester, moored with wood. More than a frequenter. 
Moored then with this frequenter, a summary. More than as a frequenter, 
limits as I was, worth-whiled, and moving always.  Forward for, if I would to, to 
be undone there. There was the only youth. The over youth. The till welled, 
and troubled kind. This later proves, and later later. 

LINCOLN 

Four scoded they gave 
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and seven portions will the last full 

years that note measure of 

our fathers as a long devotion - 

brought resting remember that we 

forth those say resolve, 

continue here, but I that these, 

new their never dead shall 

nation that forgot to have, 

conceived nation they died in, 

in Liberty might here vain - that, 

and it is, is for us this nation, 

dedicated all to living under God, 

to the fitty rather to will have 

prop-proper that be a new birth. 

 

That we should dedicated of, 

me do this here freedom, 

create, unfind that 

equal, but in a workman. 

Larger which of the 

now sense, who people by, 

are not here have, 

engaged, dedicate this for so, 

a great can nobly, 

civil wandered, consecrated advanced, 

testing we can it rather, 

whether or not for us to be, 

that nation hallow here, 

or any of this dedicated. 

Nation sound, the great 
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conceived the brave task, 

and so men living, remaining, 

dedicated and dead before, 

can lay who us that 

endure struggled from these, 

like are here, have honored, 

met on a consecrated dead, we 

great it, far take, 

battle-fied above our creased, 

of that poor power, devotion to, 

we have to add our cause, 

come to detract for which, 

the people, for the people, 

shall not perish from the Earth. 

WATER 

There is a well deep there,  

I know it's there.  

I sleep about and dream,  

and look for a way in, and its own way out. 

I want you to work, 

more than anything, 

to have the water, 

and well. 

 

able runs, I will and tell. the moon 

are moon rock ater what. 

Don't about the too title of 

this, but of over the C of B 
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BU BMUI OH ther THU 

MEY ovaka 

 

water water water she wate wat the water 

water wentro rock rock ma     to rock p 

nails ock nais hero nails lock p       k, pain 

over rock break pain through the rock school 

hand pain over - anything glamourous water with 

hands water wet hands water 

 

Then if there were I were cruel over the column, 

over the late, over the time. 

if I wiere or came, with gas 

if i were come, with gas, 

with the rock and with a spring in the rock 

and survivor made up, 

are the rock thing, 

over and through, 

over and through 

through and over 

through and over 

where my hand breaks 

 

through and over an throguh and over and through and over and through an 
over and through and over and through and over an throgh and over and 
throgh and over and through ad\nd through anc over and through and over 
adn through and over and through and ocer adn through and over adn through 
and over an through and over and through and over and throrhhh I say to the 
God in the water. 

 

through and over adn through and over and through and through and over and 
through and over and through and through and through and through and over 
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and through and over and through and thoruh and tohgour and over the the 
and the oer throun and the over an through and theough and over an 
dthrough and over and through and over adn through and through and 
through and through and tourhg a thoughr athrouhg thorugh and thorugh 
thgourhg thouhg theough through through throught through thgourh thgouth 
thgouthr thgouthr thgouthr and thorugh and through and thoguh and thogh 
and thoguh and thgouh and gouthn and go th and thogh ano go out of here 

Mule deer 

(mule deer and white tailde deer) 

sly nature and overall beauty 

mule deer and white tailed deer 

sly nature and overall beauty 

mule deer and white tailed deer 

sly nature and overall beauty 

 

dear white tattle that I've been 

growth and near tan in a hinder 

of the whole town is a fire 

I dear god, and open where a skin 

Bucks, doe, and skins 

No matter where they hunt 

are of these record deer, 

of being struck by lightening, 

is a field of what appears to be corn. 

Of the town is a fire. 

People are sitting, kneeling. 

 

One side is their temple, has no light. 

And so receive in the light and other. 
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Every man lusts or likes best. 

They keep their good feasts, make good cheer together, 

but they are not very strong. 

They not so strong nor yet, with so great care. 

Poem: Shepard Simon 
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Poem: Publish, circumstances, magazine, accept... 

 

Poem: History...balance 
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Poem: Cliff, tower...capture, betray. 
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Poem: Violent, revolution, Civil War, …caberet. 
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Poem: Thread, pattern, history…affectionately.) 
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Aircraft Carriers 

 

Snowball picture 

 

 

 


